Installation Instructions,
Face of Wall Hood Support

Prior to Hood Support installation, refer to the Door’s Installation manual for further detail instructions, safety, and service guidelines.

**Step 1:**
Measure and mark holes in mounting angle at desired locations and drill 3/8” clearance holes for wall fasteners.

**NOTE:** Top of mounting angle must be 5/8” below the hood band on the bracket (3-5/8” for sloped hoods). Holes drilled in mounting angle shall be 1-5/16” from bottom of leg as shown.

**Step 2:**
Fasten mounting angle to structure using provided 3/8” fasteners.

**Step 3:**
Install Hood Support so that the tabs lock into the mounting angle.

**NOTE:** Depending on the mounting angle placement, the Hood Support can be adjusted left and right in the mounting angle slots to ensure the support is centered on the hood overlap as shown.

**Step 4:**
Fasten Hood Support to wall angle using 2 self-tapping screws (provided with hood mounting hardware).

**NOTE:** For further detail instructions, see Hood Support Section in the Door’s Installation Manual.

**NOTE:** Round Hood Support shown for reference, steps also apply for Square and Sloped Hood Supports.